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DIGITALSCIENCELAB

1 Retractable faucet
2 Telescopic rods

digitalscience
lab

3 Variable Power Supply
4 Compartment for self-cointained

2

hydraulic system
5 Self winding power cord
6 Compartment for scientific trays
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Wacebo DigitalScienceLab is the first solution in the world for mobility, modularity and multidisciplinarity of modern schools.
Self-contained scientific and digital laboratory with integrated charging/storage module for devices up to 11" ( USB connections + 16 plugs
for power supply).
Wacebo DigitalScienceLab allows to observe scientific phenomena and to perform experiments for primary and secondary schools.

The mobile lab allows the secure storage of all scientific and digital equipment.
DigitalScienceLab includes a series of scientific collections to perform basic experiences of chemistry, physics, biology and physiology.

The structure is made of aluminum and steel with rounded corners for ergonomic design.
Overall dimensions are approximately 150x70x95h cm.
The top panel has a scratchproof acid-resistant surface, made of shock and heat resistant material.
The top panel is equipped with 3 telescopic rods for the execution of experiences.

DigitalScienceLab is equipped with sink and hydraulic loading and unloading system (tanks of approximately 10 liters each). The faucet is
removable and retractable. Ergonomic handles (70cm) along the short side facilitate the transport of the unit. N° 6 rotating wheels with brake.
The system is provided with first aid kit.

Adjustable 0 to 15 V DC power supply with adjustable current 0 to 40 A
(max 600W) voltmeter display indicator and digital ammeter, 6 meters
self-wilding cable. Front panel with 2 sockets 220V. The cart is equipped
with a central compartment with lockable swing doors containing
tray-collections for experiences and two side compartments with
lockable swing doors (one for hydraulic and electrical services and one
for storage and recharging of tablets).
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The different trays contain collections for the execution of
scientific experiences in different fields.
.
Collections of Chemistry, Biology, Physiology, Physics (mechanics,
electricity, magnetism, optics, acoustics, thermology, electrostatics)
for the execution of at least 100 experiences.
.
Modularity: the modular system allows to be enriched and configured
according to school requirements.
.
Vesa mount for monitor/PC All-in-One installation.
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7 Vesa Mount for

monitor/PC All-in-One
8 Housing for 36 devices 11"
9 Glove Compartment
10 Rear sockets
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DIGITALSCIENCELAB

ACOUSTICS: Presentation Manual
Students will be able to analyze and observe closely the fundamental principles of Acoustics through the study of
phenomena of mechanical waves propagation in the air and their influence on close bodies. The kit is provided with all the
necessary instrumentation and application manual for performing different experiments that deal with following topics:
- The propagation of mechanical waves in the air;
- Generator of mechanical waves: the diapason;
- The frequency of a mechanical wave;
- The resonance phenomenon;
- The phenomenon of the beat sound.
Performing the experiments is simple and guided at every stage of execution thanks to the manual which makes possible
an easy demonstration of the observed physics principles.
Each experiment is completed with the theoretical description of proven principles, mathematical formulas and collection
of experimental data.

ELECTRICITY: Presentation Manual
Students will be able to analyze, observe, and experiment some topics of Electricity through the construction of series and
parallel resistance circuits, knowledge of basic electronic components, measurement through current and voltage
multimeter in an electrical circuit and much more. The kit is provided with all the necessary instrumentation and application
manual for performing up to 15 experiments that deal with following topics:
- Basic components of an electrical circuit;
- Series and parallel circuits;
- Current and voltage dividers;
- Current and Voltage Measurement of an Electrical Circuit.
Performing the experiments is simple and guided at every stage of execution thanks to the manual which makes possible
an easy demonstration of the performed physics principles.
Each experiment is completed with the theoretical description of proven principles, mathematical formulas and collection
of experimental data.

THERMODYNAMICS: Presentation Manual
Students will be able to analyze and observe many of the fundamental principles of Thermodynamics thanks to the study of
the expansion phenomena of different materials present in nature, in addition to the thermal conductivity and much more.
The kit is provided with all the necessary instrumentation and application manual for performing up to 15 experiments that
deal with following topics:
- Heat transmission;
- Thermal insulation;
- Thermal equilibrium of heterogeneous fluids;
- Specific heat of the solids;
- The Time constant measurement of a thermometer.
Performing the experiments is simple and guided at every stage of execution thanks to the manual which makes possible an
easy demonstration of the observed physics principles.
Each experiment is completed with the theoretical description of proven principles, mathematical formulas and collection of
experimental data.

OPTICS: Presentation Manual
Students will be able to analyze and observe many of the basic principles of geometric optics thanks to the study of the
phenomena of reflection and refraction of light radiation, the behavior of the lenses and even more.
The kit is provided with all the necessary instrumentation and application manual for performing up to 15 experiments
that deal with following topics:
- Focal distance;
- Thin lens equations;
- Magnification;
- Mixing of light radiation;
- Optical systems: microscope and telescope;
- The prism: composition of light;
- Shadow and Shade.
Performing the experiments is simple and guided at every stage of execution thanks to the manual which makes possible
an easy demonstration of the observed physics principles.
Each experiment is completed with the theoretical description of proven principles, mathematical formulas and collection
of experimental data.
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SCIENCEBUS

SCIENCE OF LIFE: Presentation Manual
Students will be able to analyze, observe and experiment some of the basic principles of Chemistry, Biology and Anatomy,
through the study of acids and bases, electrolysis, osmosis and much more.
The kit is provided with all the necessary instrumentation and application manual for performing up to 15 experiments, 5
for each topic:
CHEMISTRY
- Principle of mass conservation;
- Acid and base study with pH-meter;
- Electrolysis principle;
- Study and construction of a battery;

ANATOMY
- Anatomy of animal and vegetal
cells;
- Anatomy of human body;
- Insect anatomy at microscope;
- Plants anatomy at microscope;

BIOLOGY
- Osmosis
- Capillarity
- Chromatography
- Germination

Performing the experiments is simple and guided at every stage of execution thanks to the manual which makes possible
an easy demonstration of the performed chemistry principles.
Each experiment is completed with the theoretical description of proven principles, mathematical formulas and collection
of experimental data.

MECHANICS: Presentation Manual
Students will be able to analyze, observe and experiment some of the basic principles of Mechanics through the study of
levers, pins, springs, inclined plane and so on. The kit is provided with all the necessary instrumentation and application
manual for performing up to 15 experiments that deal with following topics:
- Precision measurement with calipers;
- Density measurements and calculation of the volume of solid bodies;
- Use of simple machines such as levers and pulleys;
- Study and measurement of forces;
- Experiments on inclined plane;
- The principle of the pendulum;
- Measurement of fluid and gas pressure;
- Water mechanics through the communicating vessels and the principle of Archimedes.
Performing the experiments is simple and guided at every stage of execution thanks to the manual which makes possible
an easy demonstration of the observed physics principles.
Each experiment is completed with the theoretical description of proven principles, mathematical formulas and collection
of experimental data.

ELECTROMAGNETISM: Presentation Manual
Students will be able to analyze and observe most of the basic principles of Electromagnetism thanks to the study of the
magnetic force generated by permanent magnets, electromagnetic fields, attraction and repulsion phenomena of electrically
charged bodies with superficial electric charge accumulation for friction or rubbing.
The kit is provided with all the necessary instrumentation and application manual for performing up to 15 experiments that
deal with following topics:
- Compass operation;
- Behavior and composition of magnets;
- Magnetic fields and their effects.
- Electrification principle of the bodies;
- Positive and negative electrification;
- Electrification by rubbing;
- Electrification property of elements: ebony bar, glass and plexiglass;
- The Electrostatic Pendulum.
Performing the experiments is simple and guided at every stage of execution thanks to the manual which makes possible an
easy demonstration of the observed physics principles. Each experiment is completed with the theoretical description of
proven principles, mathematical formulas and collection of experimental data.
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